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Abstract
Computer programs, much like the one developed here, are constantly
being created by astrophysicist in order to process data. The specialized nature
of their research requires such custom programs. In particular, astrophysical
data requires many hidden layers of processing before it is possible to analyze.
Here, we developed code in the Python programing language that will process
images from a custom Android smartphone app (developed by Dr. Joseph
Ranalli) that was used to take photographs of celestial bodies. The android app
takes a quick burst of photographs, waits a set amount of time, and then
repeats this process. The Python program takes this raw data and compiles it
into a single file as discussed below.
Our program first enumerates the number of files it will need to
process using the file type of our photos. Using a specific naming standard for
the images the program is able to search through the file names to find the
amount of images in a single burst. We use this information to stack each burst
of images into a single composite image. This process repeats on each set of
bursts. Due to the time between each burst of images, the rotation of the Earth
has caused a rotation between the images. Therefore, we rotate the composite
images into the same orientation. We take these rotated images and store them
in a data cube or stack them together, as needed. The program has been tested
successfully on simulated images and is ready for testing with field data. We
will present portions of the code along with the resulting data.

Motivation
• The purpose of this work is to process data obtained through
astrophotography in a manner consistent with modern
astrophysics research.
• The processed data can be used to:
– track the movement of nearby
celestial bodies (asteroids, space
junk, etc.)
– monitor the brightness of distant
stars to detect exoplanets

(source: github.com)

Data Acquisition
• To acquire data we attach an
android smartphone to a
telescope using a custom
built mount.
• The android smartphone
uses an application
developed by Dr. Joseph
Ranalli.

Rotation
• When processing the data, we must take
into consideration the circular
movement of the sky throughout the
night caused by the rotation of the
Earth.
• The instrument we use to take data is a
motorized alt-azimuth telescope. This
will track a single object in the sky.
• As the telescope tracks this single
object, the view will still appear to
rotate (example: track the north star
Polaris).

The Code

Processed Data
Image
Datacube

Single stacked image

(files in standard astronomy .fits format)

The Future
• The newly processed data that the
current program outputs is now
ready to be analyzed
• The next step will be to write a
program that
– identifies movement of celestial
bodies such as asteroids and comets.
– calculates the change in brightness of
objects using differential photometry

• The ultimate goal will be to track
the motion of near-Earth objects
and to identify exoplanets and
their orbital periods.
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